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Focus on Fathers – Outstanding advice from successful fathers 
Helping fathers find their voice and equipping them for parenting success 

 
PINELLAS PARK, FL, June 12 --- On Friday, June 12, Operation PAR’s LiveFree program along with Be Your 
Best You LLC, and the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas Fatherhood Collaborative hosted a Facebook 
event, “Focus on Fathers 2.0 Virtual Community Conversation.” The event brought together an 
esteemed group of panelists; YouTube sensation LaGuardia Cross, Dr. Freddy Minaya, Christopher 
Lampley, Marvin Coleman and Derek Feazell. Led by Justin McClain, Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
(LCSW) the panelists, in varying stages of fatherhood, discussed the joys and challenges of being a 
father.   
 
Helping men find their voice and giving them a bigger role in their children’s lives was the goal of this 
community conversation. Event organizer, Genevieve O’Donoghue, MPA, M-CAP, Director of Parenting 
Services at Operation PAR, said, “Fathers should have more of a voice.” In preparing curriculum for 
parenting classes, Mrs. O’Donoghue realized there were limited resources geared toward fathers.  To 
remedy the situation, she joined forces with Be Your Best You LLC, and the Juvenile Welfare Board 
Pinellas to form the Pinellas County Fatherhood Collaborative.  The Collaborative and Operation PAR 
hosted this event which can be viewed at 
https://www.facebook.com/beyourbestyoullc/videos/254567248975997 
 
At the end of the event, the panel was asked by moderator, Justin McClain, LCSW, what advice they 
would give to young fathers. After unanimously admitting that as new fathers they were not sure where 
to begin, Dr. Freddy Minaya spoke last and summed up the sentiments of the entire panel, “I think we 
would all agree that we are successful (fathers) today because we were there and we tried. Just show up 
and with love. . . try.  They (children) will grow from it and you will see you will grow from it too.”  
 
Moving forward, the panelists offered suggestions to help men find their voice as fathers. Some of the 
suggestions included organizing monthly meetings for fathers to collaborate, encourage and support 
each other, greater focus on mentoring and examining systems that favor mothers. As a first step, Dr. 
Freddy Minaya said, “It has to start with us. We have to show we want to be there.”  
 
Operation PAR provides effective prevention, intervention, and treatment services to those impacted by 
substance use and mental health.  Since 1970, Operation PAR has served thousands of adults, children, 
and their families annually in seven counties throughout West Central Florida.  Counselors are available 
to assist 24 hours per day, 7 days a week at 1-888-727-6398. 
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